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Ultracold molecules undergo “sticky collisions” that result in loss even for chemically nonreactive
molecules. Sticking times can be enhanced by orders of magnitude by interactions that lead to
non-conservation of nuclear spin or total angular momentum. We present a quantitative theory
of the required strength of such symmetry-breaking interactions based on classical simulation of
collision complexes. We find static electric fields as small as 10 V/cm can lead to non-conservation
of angular momentum, while we find nuclear spin is conserved during collisions. We also compute
loss of collision complexes due to spontaneous emission and absorption of black-body radiation,
which are found to be slow.

Ultracold molecules are promising for the realization
of quantum simulation with tunable anisotropic long-
range interactions [1–4], quantum computation [5–8],
precision measurement [9, 10], and the exploration of
chemistry in a coherent quantum mechanical regime [11–
15]. Unfortunately, the realization of these prospects has
been hampered by universal collisional losses that oc-
cur in short-range encounters between molecules. These
collisional losses limit the lifetime of ultracold molec-
ular gases [12, 16–19], limit our ability to collision-
ally cool molecules to high phase-space densities [20–
24], and spoil Feshbach resonances that could otherwise
form a control knob to tune interactions [25–28]. Ini-
tially, collisional losses were attributed to chemical re-
actions [12, 29], but similar loss has been observed for
non-reactive species [16–19], and therefore it is not fully
understood what causes or how one might eliminate col-
lisional loss.

Pioneering work by Mayle et al. [30, 31] has pro-
posed that collisions between ultracold molecules might
be “sticky”. Collision complexes have a high density of
states, yet at ultracold temperatures can only dissoci-
ate in a single scattering channel. The idea put forward
is that the collision complexes will chaotically explore
available phase space, leading to excessively long stick-
ing times determined by the density of states through
Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory. Dur-
ing these sticky collisions the molecules are vulnerable to
collisions with a third body [30–32] or photoexcitation
by the trapping laser [33]. This work has shaped the way
the field thinks about collisional loss [34–37], although
the debate is not settled on even the order of magnitudes
of sticking times [38], nor on what physical loss processes
might occur during that time.

Some of the present authors have proposed a theo-
retical framework to compute the density of states of
ultracold collision complexes [32], and the rate of loss
by photoexcitation of these complexes by the trapping
laser [33]. These predictions were later confirmed quan-
titatively by two independent experiments using reactive
KRb molecules [39] and nonreactive RbCs [40]. These
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experiments used modulated optical dipole traps, which
maintain a time-averaged trapping potential while the
dark time, during which the modulated trap is off, can
exceed the collision complex’ sticking time. This reduced
photoexcitation loss even though the loss rate is satu-
rated with light intensity when the trap light is on. Sub-
sequent experiments on NaK and NaRb molecules, how-
ever, could not observe such suppression of collisional loss
in a modulated trap [41], nor could collisional loss be
eliminated by trapping the molecules in a repulsive box
potential [42]. These observations remain unexplained,
and form the main motivation for the present study.

It has been speculated that the sticking time could be
enhanced by orders of magnitude by symmetry breaking
that leads to the non-conservation of otherwise conserved
quantum numbers, as this would drastically increase the
effective phase-space volume that collision complexes ex-
plore ergodically. In particular, total angular momentum
is strictly conserved only in the absence of external fields.
Using the methods of Ref. [32] one can compute sticking
times in the two limiting cases that total angular mo-
mentum is either strictly conserved or completely scram-
bled, but it is unclear at what external field strengths the
transition between these limits occurs. Similarly, there
are hints that nuclear spin degrees of freedom do not par-
ticipate in the collision dynamics [14], but it is unclear
for which molecules and under which conditions this is
the case. Another possible explanation is that there ex-
ist additional loss mechanisms that limit the lifetime of
collision complexes in the dark. It is, however, difficult
to conclusively rule out all possible loss mechanisms.

In this letter, we develop classical simulations of ul-
tracold collision complexes. First, we show the simu-
lated dynamics is consistent with chaotic dynamics and
RRKM theory. Next, we study the effect of a finite elec-
tric field. Due to the dynamics of a collision complex,
its dipole moment fluctuates rapidly. The autocorrela-
tion function of these fluctuations determines the cou-
pling between different total-angular-momentum states.
We find static electric fields as small as 10 V/cm can lead
to non-conservation of angular momentum. We also ap-
ply the formalism to nuclear spin couplings, and find nu-
clear spin states are conserved during the sticking time in
NaK+NaK and RbCs+RbCs collisions. Finally, we ap-
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FIG. 1. Classical simulations of ultracold sticky col-
lisions. Panel (a) shows schematically the classical simu-
lations on a simple but realistic high-dimensional potential
energy surface. After a typical time, τ traj

S , the classical tra-
jectory crosses the dividing surface R = RS . At this sur-
face, NS � 1 collision channels are energetically accessible.
We estimate the physical sticking time in ultracold collisions,
where only a single collision channel is open, by correcting
as τ traj

stick = NSτ
traj
S . Panel (b) demonstrates quantitatively

the steep dependence of τ traj
S and NS on the position of the

dividing surface, RS , and that the sticking time estimated
from classical trajectories, τ traj

stick, is independent of RS and
in quantitative agreement with sticking times obtained from
phase-space integrals, τRRKM

stick .

ply the dipole autocorrelation function to compute loss
of collision complexes by spontaneous emission and ab-
sorption of black-body radiation. Both processes result
in slow loss.

We perform classical simulations of the sticky ul-
tracold collision complexes NaK+K, NaK+NaK, and
RbCs+RbCs, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and explained
in detail in the Supplement [43]. In short, we model
the interactions using diatomics-in-molecules [43, 44],
which describes spin-dependent pairwise interactions be-
tween all atoms. The trajectories were initialized with

molecules at their equilibrium bond length, for random
orientations, and without vibrational or rotational ki-
netic energy, ensuring zero total angular momentum.
The radial kinetic energy was chosen such that the to-
tal energy equaled the lowest dissociation limit. After
a short thermalization time, we then simulated classical
trajectories using a fourth-order symplectic propagator,
which ensures conservation of phase-space volume and
long-term numerical stability.

First, we investigate whether the simulated dynamics
of the collision complexes is consistent with RRKM the-
ory, as has been proposed by Mayle et al. [30, 31]. The
central result in RRKM theory is that the time spent in
a phase-space region is given by

τRRKM
S =

2π~ρS
NS

, (1)

where ρS is the density of states in that region, and NS
is the number of states at the boundary, which is known
as the dividing surface. Applied to ultracold collisions
where at dissociation there is only a single open channel,
NS = 1, this yields the sticking time τRRKM

stick = 2π~ρS .
Furthermore, there exists a clear separation of length
scales of the complex, where the density of states ρS is
supported by intermolecular separations R shorter than
tens of bohr radii [43], and the length scale of long-range
interactions of hundreds of bohr radii. Hence, one can
unambiguously define a suitable dividing surface at in-
termediate R.

When simulating the dynamics classically, however, at
zero collision energy NS → 0, not NS → 1, as the di-
viding surface is moved outwards. Hence, one cannot
converge the calculation by moving the dividing surface
outwards. Instead, we pick a dividing surface at a con-
venient distance RS ' 20 a0. We then observe that the
mean time elapsed before the trajectory crosses the divid-
ing surface, τ traj

S , becomes consistent with Eq. (5) if we
account for the larger number of states NS at the divid-
ing surface, which is computed independently as a phase
space integral. By extrapolating to the physical case
where N = 1, we recover sticking times τ traj

stick = NSτ
traj
S ,

in agreement with RRKM predictions based on density
of states computed independently using phase-space in-
tegrals, see Fig. 1(b). This analysis provides support for
the physical picture proposed by Mayle et al. [30, 31]
of classically chaotic dynamics, as subsequently assumed
in further work [34–37]. Our approach has the remark-
able advantage that we can study sticking times that are
orders of magnitude larger than the time simulated.

Based on the above analysis, we caution sticking times
cannot be extracted directly from classical simulations
of sticking dynamics without accounting for the effective
number of states at the dividing surface [45, 46], which
is furthermore impacted by inclusion of a finite collision
energy, zero-point energy, or the numerically imperfect
conservation of energy [43].

We now turn our attention to the non-conservation of
quantum numbers by a symmetry-breaking perturbation.
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FIG. 2. Autocorrelation functions (ACFs). Dipole
and spherical-harmonic ACFs for NaK+K, NaK+NaK, and
RbCs+RbCs sticky collisions.

Following Feingold and Peres [47], transition moments of

Â between energy-eigenstates in a classically chaotic sys-
tem can be related to fluctuations of the classical observ-
able, A(t), in a micro-canonical ensemble. These fluc-
tuations are quantified by the autocorrelation function
(ACF) and the coupling between energy eigenstates is
given by

|〈i|Â|j〉|2 =
SA(E,ωij)

~ρ
, (2)

where

SA(E,ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞
〈A(0)A(t′)〉 exp(iωt′) dt′ (3)

is the Fourier transform of the coupling’s ACF that is
computed classically, 〈· · · 〉 indicates a micro-canonical
ensemble average, and ~ωij is the energy difference be-
tween energy level i and j. We use the static limit
SA(E,ω) ≈ SA(E, 0) because the typical transition fre-
quency, in the order of 1/hρ, is much smaller than
1/τACF, where τACF is a typical timescale for the de-
cay of the ACF. The static limit SA(E, 0) is simply the
time integral of the ACF, and roughly in the order of
〈A2〉τACF. The mean magnitude of the coupling between

energy eigenstates is then in the order of A
√
τACF/τstick,

which is handwavingly interpreted as the magnitude of
the bare coupling, A, that is dynamically reduced if fluc-
tuations of A are fast compared to the sticking time.

We specialize the discussion to coupling between J and

J ′ = J ± 1 states by the Stark interaction Â = −d̂ · E
between the complex’ dipole moment, d, and an exter-
nal static electric field, E. We simulated dipole ACFs
for NaK+K, NaK+NaK, and RbCs+RbCs collision com-
plexes in zero field, see the Supplement for details [43].
The resulting ACFs are shown in Fig. 2.

Following Leitner et al. [48], we characterize the tran-
sition from J conservation to non-conservation using a
dimensionless parameter,

Ω = (ρ0 + ρ1) 〈Ĥ2
0,1〉1/2, (4)
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FIG. 3. Effective density of states as determined by fit-
ting the distribution of sticking times, see Supplement [43].
The dimensionless parameter Ω represents the Stark interac-
tion in units of the level spacing, and hence effectively repre-
sents the electric field. The total density of states increases as
(1 + Jmax)2 for large Ω, but the transition to J-conservation
consistently occurs around Ω = 1 irrespective of the value of
Jmax.

i.e., the root-mean-square coupling between J = 0 and 1
in units of the mean level spacing. At Ω� 1 angular mo-
mentum is conserved and the sticking time is set by the
J = 0 density of states, whereas at Ω � 1 angular mo-
mentum is scrambled and the sticking time determined
by the total density of states. At intermediate Ω, we
calculate the distribution of time delays as described in
detail in the Supplement [43]. This distribution is then
fit with an effective density of states ρeff that is interme-
diate between these two extremes. As shown in Fig. 3,
we find the effective density of states increases from ρJ=0

at low fields, and approaches the total density of states
at high field, as expected. The transition occurs around
Ω = 1, where the Stark coupling is comparable to the
level spacing. The electric field at which this occurs in
different systems depends strongly on the sticking time,
which scales steeply with the masses and the number
of degrees of freedom. For NaK+K this amounts to an
electric field of ∼ 10 kV/cm, whereas for sticky collisions
between typical diatomic polar molecules electric fields in
the order of ∼ 10 V/cm break total angular momentum
conservation, as summarized in Table I.

In the Supplement [43] we consider three alterna-
tive approaches to determine the transition to J non-
conservation. First, we use a random matrix theory
description of the short-range Hamiltonian, where we
observe the level-spacing statistics as a function of the
electric field. With increasing field strength, we ob-
serve a transition from Poisson to Wigner-Dyson statis-
tics roughly around Ω = 1, consistent with the above
analysis. Second, we employ the framework of Ref. [37]
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TABLE I. Summary of numerical results. The static limits of the Fourier transform of the dipole and spherical harmonic
ACFs, Sd(0, 0) and SY2(0, 0), are listed. From this we determine the electric field around which the transition to non-conservation
of total angular momentum occurs, EΩ=1, and find Ωnucl.spin � 1 indicating nuclear spin is conserved in sticky collisions. We
also list the rates of spontaneous emission and absorption of black-body radiation. These results are subject to the ambiguity
in the precise position of the transition as well as the uncertainty in the available interaction potentials, see Supplement [43].

System Sd(0, 0) (Debye2 ps) EΩ=1 SY2(0,0) (fs) Ωnucl.spin Γspont (s−1) Γblackbody (s−1)
NaK+K 1.2 14.8 kV/cm 0.015 0.082
NaK+NaK 3.7 48 V/cm 28 0.003 0.049 0.26
RbCs+RbCs 6.1 3.7 V/cm 71 0.06 0.0023 0.030

to use this random matrix theory description to compute
a collisional loss rate. We set the short-range loss Γ such
that ΓρJ=0 � 1, which results in a small collisional loss
rate. As we apply an external electric field, the effec-
tive density of states increases and a transition can be
observed in the collisional loss rate as Γρeff ≈ 1. Also
this transition occurs roughly around Ω = 1. Finally, we
directly simulated the classical dynamics in an external
field. While J may no longer be conserved during the
complex’ sticking time, it may be conserved during the
short durations we can actually simulate. Hence, our ap-
proach is to record the classical total angular momentum
J(t) during the simulation, and fit to J ∝

√
t, consis-

tent with diffusion in total angular momentum. We then
solve for the electric field strength at which J(t) diffuses
by one quantum during the sticking time, which is once
again roughly consistent with Ω = 1 seen in the other
approaches.

The predicted electric field strengths can be tested in
experiments, and are consistent with observations so far.
In the RbCs experiment of Ref. [40], which yielded stick-
ing times consistent with angular momentum conserva-
tion, an upper limit to the electric field is 7 V/cm [49].
Similarly, in the KRb experiment of Ref. [39], a static
field of 17 V/cm was present, which should not break an-
gular momentum conservation given the sticking time is
shortened by three orders of magnitude due to chemical
reactions.

We emphasize that we have here described the effect of
a static electric field on the short-range physics. This is
complimentary to a recent study of the effect of external
fields on the long-range physics [36]. The effects on both
the long-range and short-range physics can be described
in a unified manner [34, 37].

Having calculated the dipole autocorrelation function
we are also in a position to discuss absorption or emis-
sion of far IR radiation by collision complexes. Figure 4
shows the absorption spectrum of black-body radiation
at 293 K, and the spectrum of spontaneous emission. The
rates of of both processes are on the order of 0.1 s−1, see
Table I, and can be ruled out on the time scale of sticky
collisions.

Finally, we apply the formalism developed here to the
conservation of the nuclear spin state during a collision.
For simplicity, we limit the discussion to the strongest
hyperfine interaction. For RbCs this is the quadrupole
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FIG. 4. Spectrum of spontaneous emission and ab-
sorption of black-body radiation at 293 K. The inte-
grated intensity yields the loss rate, which is in the order of
0.1 s−1 and can essentially be excluded during sticky colli-
sions, see Table I.

coupling of the Rb nuclear spin i = 3/2 to the electric
field gradient. Apart from constants, this takes the form
[ [ î⊗ î ](2) ⊗ Y (2)(r̂) ](0), where î is a nuclear spin oper-

ator, [Â ⊗ B̂](k) is a rank-k tensor product, and Y (2)(r̂)
is a tensor of spherical harmonics depending on the po-
lar angles of the molecular axis, r̂. As with the dipole
moment before, the dynamics of the collision complex
rapidly reorients the molecular axis, resulting in a fluc-
tuating coupling for the nuclear spin. The fluctuations
are characterized by the ACF of the spherical harmonics,
which determines the coupling from an initial spin state,
say mi = 3/2, to m′i = 1/2 and −1/2. The |∆mi| ≤ 2 se-
lection rule results from the second-rank coupling, which
also changes the mechanical angular momentum from
J = 0 to J ′ = 2. Numerical results for the relevant
ACFs are shown in Fig. 2. From our simulations shown
in Fig. 3 we can then immediately conclude nuclear spin
is conserved for Ω � 1. For RbCs, using hyperfine cou-
pling constants form the literature and the simulated au-
tocorrelation function of the spherical harmonics, we find
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Ω ≈ 0.06 such that nuclear spin remains conserved. A
similar analysis accounting for the K nuclear quadrupole
coupling in NaK+NaK complexes yields Ω = 0.003, see
Table I. This is in qualitative agreement with experimen-
tal sticking times that match theory assuming spin con-
servation [39, 40], and consistent with spin-conservation
in KRb+KRb collisions [14], although recent results in
RbCs collisions suggest the sticking time might be hy-
perfine state dependent [50]. The approach developed
here opens the door to subsequent studies accounting for
all hyperfine couplings, their interaction-induced varia-
tions [51], and to explore the case of non-zero electronic
spin where the finestructure couplings may be orders of
magnitude larger.

In conclusion, we have developed classical simulations
of sticky collisions between ultracold molecules. The dy-
namics is consistent with RRKM theory and the stick-
ing times predicted previously. We show how the non-
conservation of nearly good quantum numbers (such as
total angular momentum) can be calculated using the au-
tocorrelation function of a perturbation (such as coupling
to an E-field). Static electric fields as small as 10 V/cm
are found to lead to non-conservation of total angular
momentum. The same dipole ACF can be used to study

loss of collision complexes by spontaneous emission or
absorption of black-body radiation, which we conclude is
slow. In addition, we show how the same method may
be applied to the non-conservation of nuclear spin, sug-
gesting the nuclear spin is conserved in sticky collisions,
tentatively in agreement with observations. The frame-
work presented here creates new possibilities to quan-
titatively study loss processes in ultracold collision com-
plexes. By understanding the sticking times and loss pro-
cesses quantitatively, we can hope to eliminate collisional
loss of ultracold molecules which will aid the creation of
long-lived molecular quantum gases, collisional cooling,
and support Feshbach resonances that enable control of
short-range interactions. The method employed here is
quite general may also be used to efficiently simulate rare
events in other areas of physics.
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Supplemental Material

I. PRIMER ON NOTATION

Throughout this manuscript and Supplementary Material we encounter multiple timescales with distinct physical
meanings. Examples are the sticking time of an ultracold collision complex, τstick, and the time required before the
molecules cross a dividing surface R = RS , τS , for some specific value of RS . We denote these various timescales by
the symbol t or τ , and where applicable indicate the physical meaning by subscripts, such as τstick, τS , and so on.

In this work, we also compare Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory to classical trajectory simulations.
We use superscripts “RRKM” and “traj” in order to distinguish the same physical quantity computed using these
two methods. For example, τRRKM

stick and τ traj
stick denote the same physical quantity, the sticking time of an ultracold

collision complex, but computed using RRKM theory and trajectory simulations, respectively.

II. STICKING TIMES FROM PHASE-SPACE INTEGRALS

Mayle et al. [30, 31] have proposed that ultracold collision complexes are described by Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-
Marcus (RRKM) theory or Transition State Theory [52–55]. The central result is that the time spent in a phase-space
region is given by

τRRKM
S =

2π~ρS
NS

, (5)

where ρS is the density of states in that phase-space region, and NS is the number of states at the boundary [56]. This
boundary will be referred to as the dividing surface. The physical picture is that the collision complexes ergodically
explore phase-space until they find and cross the dividing surface and dissociate. The time that this process takes,
as described by Eq. (5), increases with the density of states that the complex explores chaotically, and decreases with
the number of states at the dividing surface, as this increases the chance this “transition state” is encountered.

Assuming chaotic dynamics, the “sticking time” of the collision complex, Eq. (5), is determined only by the density
of states inside the dividing surface, ρS , and the number of states at the dividing surface, NS . Both ρS and NS are
calculated using phase-space integrals [32, 56]. For ρ we use the formulas from Christianen et al. [32]. For collisions
between a diatom AB and an atom B we have

ρ = gNJp

∫ π

0

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

2(2π)3/2
√
µA,BµAB,BI3at√

π
∏
iNi!(2π~)3

√
E − V (r,R, θ)Θ[V (r,R, θ)− E]dr dR dθ, (6)

where

I3at = [µ−1
A,Br

−2 + µ−1
AB,BR

−2]−1, (7)

Θ(·) is the Heaviside step function, µA,B is the reduced mass of particles A and B, gNJp is a factor that accounts
for parity[32], Ni is the number of identical particles of type i, V (r,R, θ) is the potential energy surface (PES), (r,
R, θ) are Jacobi coordinates, and E is the total energy of the system. We set E = limR→∞ V (re, R, θ), with re
is the equilibrium distance of diatom AB, i.e., we set the collision energy to zero. Throughout this work we use
diatomics-in-molecules (DIM) PESs, described in detail in Sec. VIII. For collisions between diatoms AB and CD we
have

ρ =

∫
gNJp(mAmBmCmD)3R4r4

1r
4
2 sin2 (θ1) sin2 (θ2)

π327
∏
iNi!(mA +mB +mC +mD)3 det I4at

√
detA

[E − V (q)]2Θ[V (q)− E]dq, (8)

where q is a set of diatom-diatom Jacobi coordinates. The integration bounds are θ1, θ2 ∈ [0, π], φ ∈ [0, 2π], and R,

r1, r2 ∈ (0,∞). Furthermore, mA/B/C/D is the mass of particle A/B/C/D, and both I4at and
√

detA are defined in

Ref. [32]. In the case of AB + AB collisions we have gNJp = 1
2 and

∏
iNi! = 4.

The number of states at the dividing surface R = RS is given for AB + B by

NS = MexitgNJp

∫ π

0

∫ ∞
0

2π
√
µA,BI3at

(2π~)2
∏
iNi!

[E − V (r,R, θ)]Θ[V (r,R, θ)− E]dr dθ, (9)
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FIG. 5. Contribution of R ≤ Rmax to the density of states Eq. (8), normalized to the total density of states. This can be
interpreted as the time the complex spends in the region R ≤ Rmax, τ(Rmax), normalized to the sticking time.

and for AB + AB by

NS = MexitgNJp

∫
(mAmB)6R4r4

1r
4
2 sin2 (θ1) sin2 (θ2)[E − V (r,R, θ)]5/2Θ[V (q̃)− E]

15π325(mA +mB)3
∏
iNi!µAB,AB det I4at

√
detA

dq̃. (10)

Here q̃ is the set of AB + CD Jacobi coordinates excluding the R-coordinate. The factor Mexit = 2 accounts for
dissociation in the two equivalent arrangements AB + B′ and AB′ + B for the atom-diatom case and AB + A′B′

and AB′ + A′B for diatom-diatom. It is assumed that chemical reactions are energetically not allowed and that the
corresponding arrangements do not contribute to the number of exit channels. We use the same integration bounds
as for the density of states. The phase-space integral for NS can be derived using the same steps as those taken
by Christianen et al. [32], but restricting the coordinates to the dividing surface R = RS . This amounts to fixing
R = RS , omitting its conjugate momentum, and multiplying the result by 2π~ [56]. The factors gNJp and

∏
iNi!

account for parity and identical particle symmetry. Since these factors are applied to both ρ and NS , they have no
effect on the sticking time of Eq. (5).

In order to get an idea of the structure of these chaotic collision complexes, the Jacobi coordinate R can be restricted
to R ≤ Rmax to compute the contribution to the density of states in Eq. (8). Figure 5 shows this restricted density
of states normalized to the total density of states, or equivalently the restricted sticking time normalized to the total
sticking time, as a function of Rmax for NaK+NaK and RbCs+RbCs complexes. This illustrates that the sticky
collision complexes spend most of their time at distances shorter than 15 to 20 a0. This suggests a clear separation
of length scales of the short-range physics occurring at R ≤ 20 a0, and the long-range physics that takes place on
the van der Waals length scale that is typically hundreds of a0 for molecule-molecule collisions [57]. Hence, one can
imagine placing the dividing surface at some RS between these two length scales, which unambiguously defines the
density of states in Eq. (5).

The number of states at the dividing surface, NS , is not independent of RS , however, since

lim
RS→∞

NS = 0 (11)

at E = 0. That is, the classical sticking time at zero energy diverges. This can be contrasted with the quantum
mechanical situation where

lim
RS→∞

NQM
S = 1, (12)
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since in ultracold systems the lowest s-wave channel would remain energetically accessible at large distances R [30,
31, 45]. Hence, a naive application of the classical RRKM formula to ultracold collisions would lead to unphysical
results. The physical sticking times are therefore obtained from Eq. (5) with NS = 1.

III. STICKING TIMES FROM CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY SIMULATIONS

A. Theory

We initialize the trajectories with both molecules at random orientations and with zero rotational and vibrational
energy. The molecules are initially far apart, moving towards each other with kinetic energy chosen such that the total
energy is equal to the lowest dissociation limit. We then simulate the trajectory until the system crosses a dividing
surface to R > RS . The time that this takes, τ traj

S , is averaged over many trajectories. See Sec. III B for details.
As discussed in the previous section, in a purely classical calculation the RRKM sticking time diverges as the

dividing surface R = RS is moved outwards, because the number of states at the dividing surface at zero energy
vanishes as RS →∞. The sticking time from classical trajectory simulations diverges for the same reason. However,
one can still compare the finite time τS it takes to cross a fictitious dividing surface R = RS for finite RS as predicted
by RRKM theory, τRRKM

S , and trajectory simulations, τ traj
S , respectively.

In reality, the exit channels are quantized and the s-wave channel remains accessible at ultracold temperatures such

that NQM
S approaches 1 rather 0, as RS →∞. Hence, at the RRKM level, the physical sticking time can be calculated

by setting NS = 1 in Eq. (5), which yields

τRRKM
stick = lim

RS→∞
2π~ρS

= lim
RS→∞

NSτ
RRKM
S . (13)

We assume τ traj
S has the same 1/NS scaling which enables estimating the physical sticking time as

τ traj
stick = NSτ

traj
S . (14)

We then compare the sticking times estimated from classical trajectory simulations for various finite values of RS .
This comparison is shown in Fig. 1(b) of the main text, which shows that different choices of RS result in widely

different values for NS , but lead to a constant estimate of the sticking time, τ traj
stick, that is consistent with RRKM

theory.
The approach taken here has the additional advantage that we can choose RS between 15 and 24 a0, such that

NS � 1. This implies the classical approximation is reasonable, and it leads to the computational advantage that the
typical time before the trajectory crosses the dividing surface, τ traj

S , is shorter. As a result, our approach enables the
study of sticky collisions by simulating classical trajectories for times that are much shorter than the sticking time.

1. Ergodic behavior

The classical trajectory calculations probe whether ultracold collision complexes are ergodic, which is assumed in
RRKM theory. However, our computational approach might exaggerate the effects of nonergodic behavior. Initially,
all kinetic energy is in the relative motion of the two molecules, not their rotation or vibration. If the dynamics is
chaotic, this energy will redistribute among the different degrees of freedom. However, in our simulations we use
dividing surfaces at relatively short RS such that NS � 1, and it is possible that the simulated trajectories do
not become ergodic before the first crossing, even if the trajectory would “thermalize” and become ergodic before
actually dissociating. Hence, during a typical collision the chosen dividing surface could be crossed many times before
dissociation, and using the first crossing might lead to an underestimation of the sticking time. We investigate this
by first running the trajectories for a “thermalization time”, ttherm, before we start recording the time between the
first and second crossings to R > RS .

We then investigate the effect of nonergodic behavior on the sticking time by determining the fraction of the
trajectories that lead to dissociation during the thermalization time. We consider the complex dissociated if R >
24.79 a0 for NaK+NaK and R > 32.25 a0 for RbCs+RbCs. At these intermolecular distances, NS ≈ 1. Trajectories
that dissociate are not taken into account when calculating the sticking time. The fraction of dissociated trajectories
is considered a measure of nonergodic behavior.
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TABLE II. Well depths (De), zero-point energies (ZPE), and equilibrium distances (re) from the literature that were used to
determine the Morse potentials used in the DIM potentials.

Diatom Term symbol De ZPE re Reference
(cm−1) (cm−1) (Å)

NaK X1Σ+ 5274 61.9 3.50 [59]
NaK a3Σ+ 208 11.3 5.45 [59]
K2 X1Σ+

g 4451 46.1 3.92 [60]
K2 a3Σ+

u 255 10.5 5.73 [60]
Na2 X1Σ+

g 6022 79.4 3.08 [61]
Na2 a3Σ+

u 173 12.2 5.14 [61, 62]
RbCs X1Σ+ 3836 24.8 4.43 [63]
RbCs a3Σ+ 259 6.2 6.22 [63]
Cs2 X1Σ+

g 3650 21.0 4.63 [64, 65]
Cs2 a3Σ+

u 279 5.8 6.24 [66]
Rb2 X1Σ+

g 3912 28.1 4.23 [67]
Rb2 a3Σ+

u 250 6.8 6.06 [67]

For NaK+K the sticking time is much shorter, so we can simulate the full physical sticking time by choosing
RS = 22.52 a0 such that NS ≈ 1. We then probe the influence of nonergodic behavior by comparing the sticking time
calculated with and without thermalization, see Sec. III C.

B. Computational details

We ran classical trajectory calculations for three systems; 23Na39K+NaK, 87Rb133Cs+RbCs, and NaK+K. We
propagated the trajectories using the fourth-order symplectic PEFRL algorithm [58]. In the sticking time calculations
(except the calculation where we added the zero-point energy (ZPE) to the collision energy) we used time steps
of 1.2 10−6 ns, 1.2 10−6 ns, and 1.5 10−8 ns for NaK+NaK, RbCs+RbCs, and NaK+K, respectively. In all other
calculations we used time steps of 4.8 10−6 ns, 4.8 10−6 ns, and 2.5 10−8 ns for NaK+NaK, RbCs+RbCs, and NaK+K,
respectively. We use a diatomics-in-molecules (DIM) potential that is described in detail in Sec. VIII. This describes
the interactions as spin-dependent pairwise interactions. The pair potentials are assumed Morse potentials with the
well depths, zero-point energies (ZPE), and equilibrium distances (re) based on Refs. [59–67] given in Table II. Forces
were calculated numerically using central finite differences with distance 1 · 10−6 a0. We describe the diatom-diatom
systems using (R, r1, r2, θ1, θ2, φ) Jacobi coordinates and the atom-diatom system using (R, r, θ) Jacobi coordinates.
We initialized the four-atom systems by setting R = 27 a0, r1 = r2 = re, and we sampled cos(θ1), cos(θ2), and φ
uniformly randomly. We initialized the three-atom system with R = 27 a0, r = re, and cos(θ) was sampled uniformly
randomly. All conjugate momenta were initialized at zero, except for movement in the R direction. The kinetic energy
in the R coordinate was chosen such that the total energy of the system was zero. This also ensures that initially the
total angular momentum was zero.

Sticking times were calculated by first running the trajectories for the duration of the thermalization time, ttherm.
After this we wait until the dividing surface is crossed to R > RS . We then set the clock to zero. Next, we let the
trajectories run until the dividing surface is crossed to R > RS a second time, and record the elapsed time. The
elapsed times of many different trajectories are averaged to obtain τ traj

S , the mean time for dissociation through the
dividing surface R = RS in a trajectory calculation.

C. Results

We validated the trajectory method by calculating the sticking time as a function of the position of the dividing
surface R = RS . We then compared the sticking time obtained for different dividing surfaces to one another. We
also compared to the RRKM sticking time, τRRKM

stick , from Eq. (5) with ρ obtained from phase-space integrals, i.e., a

calculation that is independent of the trajectory simulations. To this end, we recorded the time, τ traj
S , that a trajectory

takes to cross the dividing surface to R > RS . We then estimate the sticking time using Eq. (14), which essentially
corrects for the number of states at the dividing surface NS , if this differs from the single quantized channel that is
accessible in ultracold collisions. In each sticking time calculation we ran 1000 trajectories as described in Sec. III B.
We ran these trajectories until their first crossing to R > RS after the thermalization time and used the average of
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TABLE III. For several systems and dividing surfaces we list the position of the dividing surface, RS , the mean time (and

1-σ statistical uncertainty) between crossings of the dividing surface, τ traj
S , the number of states at the dividing surface, NS ,

the sticking time estimated from trajectory simulations using τ traj
stick = τSNS , the sticking time calculated using RRKM from

phase-space integrals, τRRKM
stick , the thermalization time, ttherm, and the fraction of the trajectories that dissociated during

thermalization, f therm
dis . Sticking times from trajectory simulations and RRKM theory are in good agreement. Note that the

sticking times in this table differ substantially from previous calculations [32] and experiment [40], reflecting the accuracy of
our DIM interaction potentials.

System RS τ traj
S NS τ traj

stick τRRKM
stick ttherm f therm

dis

(a0) (ns) (µs) (µs) (ns)
NaK+NaK 20 22.0 802 17.7(6) 18.5 20 0.006
NaK+NaK 19 5.8 3166 18.2(6) 18.5 20 0.011
NaK+NaK 18 1.5 12 206 18.3(6) 18.5 20 0.009
NaK+NaK 17 0.44 45 086 19.9(6) 18.5 20 0.005
NaK+NaK 16 0.12 153 232 18.7(6) 18.5 20 0.007
NaK+NaK 15 0.041 448 667 18.4(6) 18.5 20 0.006
RbCs+RbCs 24 52.0 34 749 1806(57) 1869 4 0.011

(a0) (ns) (ns) (ns) (ns)
NaK+K 22.52 0.65 1.0 0.65(2) 0.62 2 -
NaK+K 22.52 0.69 1.0 0.69(2) 0.62 0 -

the elapsed time since the thermalization time, τ traj
S , to calculate the sticking time using Eq. (14). The results are

listed in Table III.

We found that the sticking times estimated using classical trajectories agree well with the sticking times from RRKM
based on phase-space integrals. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) of the main text, where we plot both τ traj

stick = NSτ
traj
S

and NS for several values of RS for NaK+NaK. This shows that the trajectory method gives reasonable sticking times
τ traj
stick for dividing surfaces over a range of positions RS , even when the number of channels at the dividing surface, NS ,

varies by orders of magnitude. The typical time a simulated trajectory takes to cross to R > RS also varies by orders
of magnitude, but the estimated sticking time τ traj

stick is essentially independent of RS and in agreement with RRKM
theory. This validates the applicability of RRKM, which assumes ergodic dynamics. We use our classical trajectories
to further investigate the effects of nonergodic behavior. For NaK+NaK and RbCs+RbCs collisions, the fraction of
the trajectories that dissociates during thermalization, f therm

dis , is less than 2%, validating the ergodic assumption of
RRKM. Similarly for NaK+K collisions we find that the sticking times from classical trajectories with and without
thermalizing the system are similar, again indicating that the ergodic assumption is valid.

For NaK+NaK, we also ran 1000 trajectories without thermalization and with additional kinetic energy, initially
in the R-coordinate, such that the total energy of the system is equal to the combined ZPE of the two NaK diatoms
of 123.8 cm−1. Note this makes chemical reactions NaK+NaK→Na2+K2 allowed as this reaction is now exothermic
by 49 cm−1. We used RS = 24.79 a0. For this dividing surface, at zero energy, we would have NS ≈ 1. However,
when we calculate NS including the additional ZPE energy, we obtain NZPE

S = 807. Since the Na2+K2 reaction is
now energetically accessible we removed the trajectories when the R Jacobi coordinate associated with the Na2+K2

configuration is larger than 100 a0. We removed 18 trajectories, these trajectories are not taken into account when
calculating the sticking time. We also removed one additional trajectory after it ran for an unrealistically long
time. We find the trajectories escape after τ traj

S = 25.6 ns. This is much shorter than the ultracold sticking time.
However, when we account for the higher NZPE

S due to the additional ZPE energy, we get the estimate of the sticking

time τ traj
stick = NZPE

S τ traj
S = 20.7 µs, which is close to the RRKM sticking time. Thus, adding additional kinetic energy

drastically shortened the sticking time, but only by the trivial effect that additional exit channels become energetically
accessible. When we compensated for this phenomenon, the sticking time is close to the original estimate.

IV. CLASSICAL TRAJECTORIES IN ELECTRIC FIELDS

When simulating collision complexes in electric fields, we added the interaction between the dipole moment of the
complex, dtot and the electric field, Eelec, to the Hamiltonian

V = −Eelec · dtot. (15)
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FIG. 6. Dipole moments of NaK and RbCs as a function of the internuclear distance, r.

We estimated the total dipole moment as the vector sum of the dipole moments of the constituent diatoms

dij =
∑

i∈atoms

∑
j 6=i

r̂ijd(i, j, rij), (16)

where d(i, j, rij) is the dipole moment of the diatom consisting of atoms i and j at internuclear distance rij . The
unit vector r̂ij points from atom i to atom j. The dipole moment of the diatom was calculated on a grid from 3 to
30 a0 for NaK and 5 to 30 a0 for RbCs, in steps of 0.25 a0. The dipole moment is assumed zero for r > 30 a0, and
constant for r shorter than the first grid point. Between grid points the dipole moment was calculated using linear
interpolation. The dipole moment at the grid points was calculated with the MOLPRO 2015.1 program [68, 69],
using full configuration interaction (FCI) in the valence electrons, with large-core effective-core potentials (ECPs)
and core-polarization potentials (CPPs) from Refs. [70–72]. Hence, only a single valence electron per atom is treated
explicitly. We used basis sets from Ref. [73]. The resulting dipole moments are displayed in Fig. 6.

When no electric field is present the total angular momentum of the collision complex is conserved, but when an
electric field is introduced it can change. We simulate this process using classical trajectories. We use binning [32] to
assign the classical angular momentum a discrete quantum number. The bin for quantum number JQM ranges from
B(JQM) to B(JQM + 1) where

B(J) = ~ 3

√
1

4
J(2J − 1)(2J + 1). (17)

One can then imagine simulating non-conservation of angular momentum by (1) randomly initializing trajectories
with J = 0 as before, (2) running these trajectories for the duration of their sticking time, and (3) after this time,
binning the angular momentum and recording the fraction of trajectories assigned JQM > 0.

Unfortunately running trajectories for this long is computationally too expensive for systems with long sticking
times. Instead, we ran trajectories starting with J = 0 for a shorter time and fitted the angular momentum at time t
to

E[J(t)] = αEelec

√
tπ

2
, (18)
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FIG. 7. Total angular momentum J of NaK+NaK in electric fields of 10 or 20 V/cm as a function of the square root of the
run time, averaged over 1 000 trajectories. The data is fit accurately by the

√
t dependence of Eq. (18).

where α is a constant to be fitted. This enabled extrapolating these results to later times. Equation (18) can be
justified as follows. We assume the dipole moment of the collision complex randomly changes orientation on a short
time scale. The total angular momentum along the field direction, z, is conserved, while the x and y components are
described by a two-dimensional random walk

Jx/y(t) ∼ N(0, α2E2t), (19)

where N(µ, σ2) is the normal distribution (with mean µ and variance σ2) and α is a constant that is fitted to our
classical trajectories. This implies Eq. (18), which can then be used to fit the “diffusion constant” α.

We can then assume the total angular momentum states with JQM > 0 become relevant if the expectation value of
the total angular momentum after the sticking time is binned to a non-zero quantum number. This gives the critical
electric field strength

Etraj
elec =

√
2 3

√
3
4

α
√
τJ=0π

~. (20)

We ran an additional 1000 trajectories for 5 ns for electric field strengths Eelec=2.5, 5, 10, and 20 V/cm. We
recorded the total angular momentum every 0.25 ns. A fit of these data to Eq. (18) is shown in Fig. 7. The quality
of this fit empirically justifies Eq. (18). The diffusion constants and the critical electric field around which J ceases
to be conserved are given in Table IV.
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TABLE IV. The “diffusion constant” α and the field strengths around which we expect the electric field to significantly affect
the sticking time of the collision complex, Etraj

elec . Note that the precise values are subject to ambiguity in the point at which
the transition to J non-conservation occurs, which is not a sharp transition, and is also affected by uncertainty in the DIM
interaction potentials used.

System ~α Etraj
elec

(ns−1/2[V/cm]−1) (V/cm)
RbCs+RbCs 9.8× 10−4 0.54
NaK+NaK 7.6× 10−4 7.0

NaK+K 4.1× 10−4 2214

V. SYMMETRY BREAKING IN COMPLEXES DESCRIBED USING RANDOM MATRIX THEORY

Next, we consider the role of symmetry breaking in the formalism for describing ultracold collisions proposed by
Mayle et al. [30, 31]. In this formalism, the long-range physics is described quantum mechanically using multichannel
quantum defect theory (MQDT). The short-range physics, i.e., the chaotic dynamics of the collision complex, is

described by random matrix theory (RMT). In particular, the short-range Hamiltonian Ĥ0 is drawn from the Gaussian
Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) [30], which is fully characterized by the density of states ρ. This gives rise to a short-
range reactance matrix

KSR = −1

2
w†(EI−H0 − iΓinel/2 I)−1w, (21)

where w is a vector describing the coupling between the resonances and the single open asymptotic channel [31] and
E is the energy. Since there is only one open scattering channel, KSR is a scalar. The short-range loss rate Γinel was
introduced by Christianen et al. [37] to describe losses by processes such as chemical reactions, inelastic scattering, or
photoexcitation. Unless otherwise specified, we will set Γinel = 0. The vector w is normally distributed with mean 0
and standard deviation

σw =

√
1

2πρ
, (22)

determined by the Weisskopf estimate [37, 74]. Neglecting the effects of long-range interactions, that could otherwise
be included by the machinery of MQDT, we obtain the S-matrix

SSR =
1 + iKSR

1− iKSR
. (23)

Short-range loss can be characterized by the parameter

y =
1− |SSR|
1 + |SSR| , (24)

which will be nonzero only for Γinel > 0. From the S-matrix we can also calculate the time delay [75]

τ = −i~SSR dS
SR †

dE

= ~
w† (EI−H0)

−2
w

1 +
[

1
2w
† (EI−H0)

−1
w
]2 , (25)

where we have assumed Γinel = 0. The energy derivative is evaluated analytically given the simple form assumed
for the short-range reactance matrix. One of the main results of Mayle et al. [30, 31] has been that the mean time
delay, averaged over an energy window containing many resonances, is simply the RRKM sticking time, irrespective
of long-range effects.

We emphasize that we here describe the effect of a static electric field on the short-range physics only. This is
complimentary to a recent study of the effect of external fields on the long-range physics [36]. The effects on both
the long-range and short-range physics can be described in a unified manner [34, 37] using quantum defect theory.
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The description of the short-range Hamiltonian and reactance matrix is unchanged, but instead of using Eq. (23), the
physical S-matrix including a quantum mechanical treatment of the long-range physics is obtained as [37]

Sphys = exp(2iξ)
1 + iC−2[(KSR)−1 − tanλ]−1

1− iC−2[(KSR)−1 − tanλ]−1
. (26)

Again, in this work we accounted only for the short-range physics which amounts to using the classical limit of the
QDT parameters ξ = 0, C−2 = 1, and tanλ = 0 [37].

We incorporate the effects of electric fields into this formalism by modifying the Hamiltonian matrix, H, and
coupling vector, w, used. We extend the Hamiltonian by adding blocks to the Hamiltonian for each value of the
total angular momentum, J , up to some truncation Jmax. The blocks are initially uncoupled, and each block is
drawn from GOE with a density of states ρJ = (2J + 1)ρ0. These blocks are then coupled by blocks CJ,J+1, which
describe the coupling between the different blocks HJ due to the electric field. In the field-free eigenbasis, the matrix
elements in these blocks are normally distributed random variables with zero mean. Their variance determined by
the Feingold-Peres formula, as described in Sec. V A below. The total short-range Hamiltonian is

H =



H0 C0,1 0 . . . 0

C†0,1 H1
. . .

...

0
. . .

. . . 0
... HJmax−1 CJmax−1,Jmax

0 . . . 0 C†Jmax−1,Jmax
HJmax


. (27)

This block structure results from the dipole selection rule that states with J and J ′ are coupled only if J ′ = J ± 1,
for MJ = M ′J = 0. Dipole transition moments furthermore exist only between opposite parity states. Since we start
in J = 0 with even parity, it is understood that the parity of the coupled blocks is given by (−1)J . We assume the
long range only couples to the J = 0 states, so the coupling vector, w from Eq. (21), is w = (wT

0 , 0, . . . , 0)T , where
w0 is the coupling vector of the system with Hamiltonian H0 describing states with J = 0, see Eq. (22).

A. Calculating the transition dipole moment

To compute the magnitude of the coupling CJ,J+1 between J and J + 1 total angular momentum blocks, we need
to calculate the variance of the off-diagonal elements of the dipole operator in the energy eigenbasis. On average, a
squared dipole matrix element is given by

|〈α, J |d̂x|β, J + 1〉|2 =
Sd(Eα, ω)

~ρ0 4

[
1

2J + 1
+

1

2J + 3

]
, (28)

which is essentially the Feingold-Peres formula [47, 48, 76–80], but with additional numerical factors that account for
the fact that non-zero dipole matrix elements are located in the blocks that connect J with J − 1 and J with J + 1
eigenstates. The quantity Sd(Eα, ω) is the Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation function

Sd(Eα, ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dteiωt〈d(qt) · d(q0)〉α/3. (29)

Here d(q) is the dipole moment at coordinates q, qt indicates the coordinates at time t of the classical trajectory
starting at q0, and 〈·〉α denotes a phase-space average at energy Eα, which is equivalent to a micro-canonical ensemble
average. Hence, the phase-space average is evaluated by averaging over many trajectories. The ensemble average is
also equivalent to a time average, which is used to improve statistics by averaging over the full simulations. We use the
static limit of the autocorrelation function, Sd(E0, ω) ≈ Sd(E0, 0), which is justified as the typical transition frequency
between chaotic eigenstates ω = O(1/~ρ) is small compared to the typical frequency of the autocorrelation function,
ωACF = O(1/τACF), or equivalently, that the timescale of the autocorrelation function, τACF, is short compared to
the sticking time τstick = 2π~ρ. We furthermore assume that the dipole autocorrelation function is independent of J ,
which seems reasonable for low J values.

We can now determine the variance of the Stark coupling matrix elements in the CJ,J+1 blocks

Var[(CJ,J+1)] =
E2

elecSd(Eα, ω)

~ρ0 4

[
1

2J + 1
+

1

2J + 3

]
, (30)
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TABLE V. Static limit of the dipole autocorrelation function, Sd(E0, 0), and the critical electric field ERMT
elec at which Ω = 1,

the point around which the transition to J non-conservation occurs. Note that the precise values are subject to ambiguity in
the position of the transition, which is not sharp, and also affected by uncertainty in the DIM interaction potentials used.

System Sd(E0, 0) ERMT
elec

(e2a2
0~E−1

h ) (V/cm)
RbCs+RbCs 39 264 3.7
NaK+NaK 23 860 48

NaK+K 7435 14 763

where Eelec is the electric field. Following Leitner et al. [48], we define a dimensionless parameter

Ω = (ρ0 + ρ1)
√

Var[(CJ,J+1), (31)

which is the root mean square coupling between J = 0 and J = 1 states in units of their mean level spacing, 1/(ρ0+ρ1).
This is essentially the square root of the parameter proposed by Leitner et al. [48], for a different Hamiltonian with a
different block structure. Taking the square root has the advantage that our parameter Ω is interpreted as a coupling
strength, and hence scales with the electric field Eelec. Angular momentum is conserved for Ω � 1, and angular
momentum is completely scrambled for Ω � 1. Next, we investigate the finite Ω for which the transition between
these limits occurs.

We ran 1000 (or 600 for NaK+K) trajectories for 10 ns and recorded the electric dipole moment (every 4 time
steps for the diatom-diatom systems; every 160 steps for NaK+K) in zero field. We then calculated the dipole
autocorrelation functions, shown in Fig. 2 of the main text. Before calculating the autocorrelation function of a
trajectory we subtracted the square of the average value of the dipole moment during that trajectory. This ensured
that the autocorrelation approaches zero at late times. The static limits of the dipole autocorrelation functions,
Sd(E0, 0), are given in Table V. This table also includes a critical electric field

ERMT
elec =

1

2
√
Sd(E0, 0)ρ0

(32)

which is the electric field strength at which Ω = 1. We note that the critical electric fields estimated in this way are
roughly in agreement with the electric fields obtained by extrapolating angular momentum in trajectory simulations,
Etraj

elec in Table IV.

B. Transition between angular momentum conservation and non-conservation in RMT

The presence of an electric field causes the total angular momentum of the collision complex to be no longer
conserved. We investigate this transition for finite Ω by observing the effect of symmetry breaking on three different
properties; the energy level statistics, the distribution of time delays, and the short-range loss parameter.

1. Level statistics

We first analyze the symmetry-breaking transition by analyzing the energy level statistics of H. To this end, we
diagonalize H and keep the center 1/16th of the spectrum, in order to avoid artifacts due to the edges of the spectrum.
We then determine the spacings between subsequent eigenvalues in units of the mean spacing,

si = (Ei+1 − Ei)ρtot,

ρtot =

Jmax∑
J=0

ρJ = ρ0

Jmax∑
J=0

(2J + 1) = (1 + Jmax)2ρ0. (33)

The distribution of energy spacings is shown in Fig. 8. For low Ω, there is energy-level-repulsion between eigenstates of
the same J only, leading to a distribution close to Poissonian. For high Ω, the total system becomes ergodic as J is no
longer conserved, and the distribution of nearest-neighbor energy spacings approaches the Wigner-Dyson distribution.
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FIG. 8. Panel (a) shows the probability distribution of nearest-neighbor energy spacings in units of the mean energy spacing,
s, for Jmax = 3 and various Ω. For low Ω, there is energy-level-repulsion between eigenstates of the same J only, leading
to a distribution close to Poissonian. For high Ω, the total system becomes ergodic as J is no longer conserved, and the
distribution of nearest-neighbor energy spacings approaches the Wigner-Dyson distribution. Panel (b) shows results of fitting
the distribution of nearest-neighbor energy spacings with a Brody distribution, which interpolates between Poisson at η = 0
and Wigner-Dyson at η = 1, illustrating J ceases to be conserved around Ω = 1.

In order to quantitatively follow this symmetry-breaking transition we fit the distribution of energy levels with the
Brody distribution [81]

Pη(s) = cη(1 + η)sη exp
(
−cηsη+1

)
,

cη = Γ

[
η + 2

η + 1

]η+1

, (34)

which interpolates between the Poisson distribution at η = 0 and the Wigner-Dyson distribution at η = 1. Figure 8
shows this transition occurs roughly at Ω = 1.

2. Time delay distribution

Since the level statistics may not be directly observable in experiments, we consider additional measures of the
transition to J non-conservation. In particular, we next consider the time delay in s-wave collisions. Mayle et al. [31]
have shown that the time delay, when averaged over many resonances, is sensitive only to the density of resonances
and not their widths. This means that any finite coupling between different J states will immediately increase an
energy-averaged time delay, provided the energy resolution is sufficient to sample the very narrow resonances caused
by minute couplings between J states. Therefore, we instead consider the distribution of time delays, rather than its
energy average. We probe this distribution by repeatedly computing the time delay for different random realizations
of the statistical short-range Hamiltonian.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of time delays for Jmax = 2 for several values of Ω, showing that for increasing Ω,
the distribution stretches to longer time delays as J is no longer conserved and the effective density of states increases.
The idea is that when Ω = 0, the distribution is determined only by the chaotic J = 0 states, whereas at high Ω
the dynamics is thought to become chaotic even in J . This means that at both extremes, the distribution of time
delays is determined by coupling to a set of chaotic states described by a Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble. Hence,
these sets of states are statistically equivalent, and all that changes is the density of states that characterizes the set
of chaotic states. That is, we expect the distribution of time delays is identical except that the time scale τ ∝ ~ρ has
increased. Figure 10 confirms this picture, showing that at Ω = 4 the distribution of time delays stretches by a factor
(1 + Jmax)2. At finite Ω, it is not entirely clear that the distribution of time delays will have the same form, but for
simplicity we make this assumption. For each Ω we perform a nonlinear least squares fit of the distribution obtained
numerically to the function P0(nt)/n, where P0(t) is the distribution for J = 0. The fitting parameter n defines the
effective density of states as

ρeff = nρ0. (35)
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FIG. 9. Distribution of time delays for Jmax = 2 and various Ω. For increasing Ω, the distribution stretches to longer time
delays as J is no longer conserved and the effective density of states increases.
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FIG. 10. Distribution of time delays for fixed Ω = 4, so that J is no longer conserved, for various Jmax. Panel (a) shows
the distribution stretches to longer times for increasing Jmax. This occurs because the total density of states increases with
n = (1 + Jmax)2. Panel (b) shows that the distributions collapse onto one another by rescaling with the total density of states.
This is the expected behavior for chaotic dynamics, as the statistical properties of the Hamiltonian matrix are determined by
the density of states alone.

Figure 11 shows that the effective density of states smoothly transitions around Ω = 1 from the J = 0 density of
states, ρ0, to the total density of states, (1 + Jmax)2ρ0.

3. Short-range loss

Finally, we consider observing the same transition to J non-conservation in collisional loss. Following Ref. [37],
short-range loss is characterized by a loss parameter y, which can be determined from y = (1 − |SSR|)/(1 + |SSR|).
We determine the short-range S-matrix as above, but add an imaginary component −iΓinel/2 to the energy of the
resonance states. The parameter Γinel determines the rate of loss of the collision complex, and in the limit of fast loss
Γinelρ� 1 one obtains y = 1/4 [37]. Figure 12 shows the resulting loss parameter as a function of Ω for several Γinel

obtained numerically for Jmax = 3. Where Γinelρ0 � 1, we obtain y = 1/4 regardless the electric field Ω. For lower
Γinelρ0 the loss parameter at Ω = 0 is reduced. However, as we increase Ω the effective density of states increases as
J is no longer conserved. The total density of states for Jmax = 3 is 16ρ0, which puts us in the regime of overlapping
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FIG. 11. Effective density of states ρeff = nρJ=0 determined by fitting the distribution of time delays, P (t), with a stretched
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states depends on Jmax, the transition universally occurs around Ω = 1.
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FIG. 12. Short-range loss parameter y as a function of Ω for various short-range loss rates Γinel and fixed Jmax = 3. For
overlapping resonances, Γinelρeff � 1, the loss parameter approaches y = 1/4. For Γinelρ0 = 10, this is the case for all Ω. For
lower Γinelρ0, however, at low Ω the effective density of states is just the J = 0 density of states, hence Γinelρeff < 1 such that the
mean loss parameter is smaller. As Ω is increased to unity, the effective density of states increases by a factor (1 +Jmax)2 = 16,
such that y approaches 1/4. This occurs universally around Ω = 1, regardless the precise value of Γinel or ρtotal, as long as
Γinelρtotal � 1. For the numerical results shown, this occurs except for the case Γinelρ0 = 0.01. Here, the effective density of
states does grow 16-fold to the total density of states around Ω = 1, but this is insufficient to reach the limit of overlapping
resonances for Γinelρ0 = 0.01 and Jmax = 3.

resonances and results in y = 1/4, for all loss parameters shown except Γinelρ0 = 0.01. Again, we observe that the
transition to J non-conservation occurs around Ω = 1.

VI. BLACK-BODY RADIATION, SPONTANEOUS EMISSION, AND MONOCHROMATIC
RADIATION

We also studied the loss rate of collision complexes due to the absorption of black-body radiation, spontaneous
emission, and absorption of electromagnetic radiation. The total transition rate from energy level α due to absorption
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of black body radiation [82] is given by

Γ(T )
α =

∑
β

|ωα,β |3|〈α|d̂|β〉|2
3π~ε0c3

fBoltz,T(|ωα,β |), (36)

where we sum over all other energy levels, β, we have ~ωα,β = Eβ −Eα, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, c is the speed
of light, fBoltz,T(ω) = 1/{exp[~ω/(kBT )]− 1} is the Boltzmann distribution, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
the temperature of the environment, not the molecules. The rate of spontaneous emission is

Γ(0)
α =

∑
Eβ<Eα

|ωα,β |3|〈α|d̂|β〉|2
3π~ε0c3

. (37)

The probability of transitioning out of the initial state after time t due to absorption of monochromatic radiation is

Γ(ω)
α =

∑
β

πu(ωα,β)|〈α|d̂|β〉|2
3~2ε0

, (38)

with u(ω) the energy density per unit frequency at frequency ω [83].
We replaced the sums over states above by integrals over the energy and used the Feingold-Peres formula Eq. (28)

for the transition dipole moment. The resulting expressions are

Γ(T ) = ~
∫ ∞
−∞

|ω|3|Sd(0, ω)

π~ε0c3
fBoltz,T(|ω|)dω, (39)

Γ(0) = ~
∫ 0

−∞

|ω|3Sd(0, ω)

π~ε0c3
dω, (40)

Γ(ω) =
πSd(0, ω)

~2ε0
u(ω). (41)

The integrands in Eqs. (39) and (40) are denoted ˜(Γ)
T

, ˜(Γ)
0
, respectively, and these are shown in Fig. 4 of the main

text. The Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation function is appreciable only for small values of ω, while the
factor ω3 in Eqs. (36) and (37) emphasizes the contribution of higher transition frequencies for black-body heating
and spontaneous emission. Hence, the behavior in the high-frequency wing of S(E0, ω) is important. We cut off the
autocorrelation function after 0.32 ns and multiplied the result by the Hann window function [84] before applying the
Fourier transform, in an effort to reduce noise in the high-frequency tail of S(E0, ω) [85].

Numerical results for the loss rate due to spontaneous emission and the absorption of black-body radiation are
shown in Fig. 14. The loss rate due to both loss processes is slower than 1 s−1, and plays no role during a typical
sticky collision. We also plotted the loss rate due to a monochromatic radiation field with frequency ω (Γω) divided
by the energy density, u(ω), of the field, see Fig. 15.

VII. HYPERFINE COUPLING

In this section we consider the non-conservation of the nuclear spin state during a sticky collision. To simplify the
discussion, we consider only the strongest hyperfine coupling, which is the interaction between the nuclear quadrupole
moment and the electric field gradient. This interaction takes the form [86]

ĤeQq = (eQq)

√
6π

2i(2i− 1)

[[̂
i⊗ î

](2)

⊗ Y (2)(r̂)

](0)

0

. (42)

Here, (eQq) is the coupling constant that we take from the literature as discussed below, î is the nuclear spin angular

momentum operator, a rank-1 tensor with spherical components î0 = îz and î±1 = ∓(̂ix ± îy)/
√

2, and Y (2)(r̂) is a
rank-2 tensor with spherical components that are the density-normalized spherical harmonics, Y2,m(r̂), depending on
the polar angles of the molecular axis r̂. The symbol[

Â(k1) ⊗ B̂(k2)
](k)

q
=
∑
q1,q2

Âk1,q1B̂k2,q2〈k1q1k2q2|kq〉 (43)
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at temperature T , Γ(T ) (solid curved lines).

is the spherical component q of the irreducible rank-k tensor product of two tensors, Â and B̂ of rank k1 and k2

respectively, and 〈k1q1k2q2|kq〉 is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. This is the form of the coupling for a free molecule,
and for simplicity we assume this also holds in the collision complex. This interaction couples the nuclear spin to the
molecular axis. The physical picture is that the internal dynamics of the collision complex reorients the molecular
axes, resulting in a fluctuating Hamiltonian for the nuclear spin degrees of freedom, which can result in transitions
between different spin states.

To simplify the discussion further, we consider only a single nuclear spin per molecule. For 87Rb133Cs+87Rb133Cs
collision complexes we consider the Rb i = 3/2 nuclear spin, for which the coupling constant (eQq) ≈ −779 kHz is
larger than the 45 kHz for Cs. For 23Na40K+23Na40K we consider the K i = 4 nuclear spin as this has the larger
coupling constant, (eQq) ≈ 899 kHz versus −187 kHz for Na [86].

Next, we assume we start in the state mi = i. The hyperfine coupling considered here will couple this state to
states with mi = i − 1 and i − 2. This selection rule results from the second-rank coupling. The relevant non-zero
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matrix elements of Eq. (42) in the basis |i,mi〉 are

〈3/2,
3 /2|ĤeQq|3/2,

1 /2〉 = −(eQq)

√
π

10
Y2,−1(r̂),

〈3/2,
3 /2|ĤeQq|3/2,−1/2〉 = (eQq)

√
π

10
Y2,−2(r̂),

〈4, 4|ĤeQq|4, 3〉 = −(eQq)

√
3π

80
Y2,−1(r̂),

〈4, 4|ĤeQq|4, 2〉 = (eQq)

√
3π

280
Y2,−2(r̂). (44)

For the “mechanical” angular momentum, there similarly exists a selection rule |∆J | ≤ 2. This follows from the rank
of the spherical harmonic. As a result, the J = 0 initial state is coupled to final J = 2 states only.

Using the same formalism as developed for static fields, we can now determine the mean square coupling strength
from the autocorrelation function of the coupling. Apart from the constants specified in Eq. (44), this amounts to
computing the autocorrelation function of the second-rank spherical harmonics. Unlike the dipole moment before,
the spherical harmonics are complex valued and the required autocorrelation function becomes〈

Y2,m (r̂ [t])Y ∗2,m (r̂ [0])
〉

= 〈R2,m (r̂ [t])R2,m (r̂ [0])〉+ 〈I2,m (r̂ [t]) I2,m (r̂ [0])〉
+i 〈I2,m (r̂ [t])R2,m (r̂ [0])〉 − i 〈R2,m (r̂ [t]) I2,m (r̂ [0])〉

= 〈R2,m (r̂ [t])R2,m (r̂ [0])〉+ 〈I2,m (r̂ [t]) I2,m (r̂ [0])〉 , (45)

where R2,m and I2,m indicate the real and imaginary part of Y2,m, respectively. In the last step above we used that
R2,m and I2,m separately are Hermitian operators, and we used that the ensemble average is independent under time
translation and the autocorrelation function symmetric under time reversal. Hence, in practice, we need to compute
only the sum of the autocorrelation functions of the real and imaginary parts of the spherical harmonics, rather
than the autocorrelation function of a complex-valued quantity. Ultimately, we need the static limit of the Fourier
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TABLE VI. Static limit of the spherical harmonics autocorrelation functions, SYlm(r̂AB)(E0, 0).

Diatom SY20(r̂AB)(E0, 0) SY21(r̂AB)(E0, 0) SY22(r̂AB)(E0, 0)
(~E−1

h ) (~E−1
h ) (~E−1

h )
RbCs+RbCs:

RbCs 2970 2932 2949
Rb2 3272 3193 3226
Cs2 4374 4267 4306

NaK+NaK:
NaK 1150 1153 1144
K2 2089 2068 2070
Na2 1141 1145 1152

transform of this autocorrelation function

SY2,m
(E,ω) =

1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

〈
Y2,m (r̂ [t])Y ∗2,m (r̂ [0])

〉
exp(iωt)dt. (46)

We calculated the autocorrelation and the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation, SYlm(r̂AB)(E0, ω), of the spher-
ical harmonic functions Y20(r̂AB), Y21(r̂AB), and Y22(r̂AB) for all unique pairs of atoms AB in the NaK+NaK and
RbCs+RbCs systems using the same method as we used for the dipole autocorrelation function. We show the auto-
correlation functions in Fig. 16, and their Fourier transforms in Fig. 17, and we list their static limit in Table VI.

Having obtained the autocorrelation function of the relevant spherical harmonics, we can compute the mean square
coupling between an initial state — with initial spin state mi and mechanical total angular momentum J = 0 — and
a final state — with final spin state m′i and mechanical angular momentum J ′ = 2 — as〈∣∣∣〈mi, J = 0|ĤeQq|m′i, J ′ = 2

〉∣∣∣2〉 =
c2i,mi;i′,m′i

SY2,m′
i
−mi

(E, 0)

~2
(1/ρ0 + 1/ρ2) , (47)

where ci,mi;i′,m′i is the prefactor in the corresponding right-hand side of Eq. (44), that is

ci,mi;i′,m′i = 〈i,mi|ĤeQq|i′,m′i〉/Y2,m′i−mi(r̂). (48)

Equation (47) is the nuclear-spin-coupling equivalent of Eq. (28) in the case of coupling by static electric fields. As
with static fields before, whether or not nuclear spin is conserved is determined by the dimensionless parameter Ω,
the mean coupling in units of the level spacing. Explicitly, we have

Ω = |ci,mi;i′,m′i |
√

63

10

√
ρ0SY2,m′

i
−mi

(E, 0), (49)

where we have assumed ρJ = (2J + 1)ρ0. This yields for both RbCs transitions considered here Ω = 0.06 and for the
NaK ∆mi = 1 and 2 transitions Ω = 0.003 and 0.001, respectively. These values of Ω are substantially smaller than
unity indicating that nuclear spin is conserved in NaK+NaK and RbCs+RbCs collisions.

VIII. THE DIATOMICS-IN-MOLECULES POTENTIALS

In this section we describe in detail the model of the interaction potentials used throughout this work. In absence
of accurate ab initio interaction potentials for the collision complexes we model the interactions using pairwise in-
teractions between the constituent atoms using the ideas of diatomics-in-molecules [44]. That is, the interactions are
pairwise atom-atom interactions, but we also account for the spin-dependence of this interaction. Alkali metal atoms
are in a 2S electronic state, so an atom-atom pair can form either a spin singlet or spin triplet state. The singlet
potential is typically more strongly bound. However, the ground state potential is not simply the sum of singlet
interactions between all atoms, as one atom cannot simultaneously spin-pair with multiple other atoms. We use the
method of diatomics-in-molecules [44] to account for this as follows.

The spin dependence of the interaction between atoms 1 and 2 at bond length r1,2 is written as

V̂ (1,2)(r1,2) = Vsinglet(r1,2) +
1

2
ŝ2

1,2 [Vtriplet (r1,2)− Vsinglet (r1,2)] , (50)
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FIG. 16. The autocorrelation of the spherical harmonics Y2m(r̂AB).
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where ŝ2
a,b = ~̂s(a,b) · ~̂s(a,b) and ~̂s(a,b) = ~̂s(a) + ~̂s(b) is the vector sum of the electronic spin operator for atoms a and

b. For a given configuration of nuclei we compute all the interatomic distances, and form the total interaction as the
sum of pair interactions between all constituent atoms, V̂ = V̂ (1,2)(r1,2) + V̂ (1,3)(r1,3) + V̂ (2,3)(r2,3) for atom-diatom
collision complexes, and similar for the diatom-diatom case.

To calculate the lowest adiabatic potential, we first compute a matrix representation of V̂ in a basis of coupled spin
functions. For the atom-diatom case we use the basis

|s1,2;SMS〉 =
∑

m1,m2,m3

|s1m1〉|s2m2〉|s3m3〉〈s1m1s2m2|s1,2,m1 +m2〉〈s1,2,m1 +m2, s3,m3|SMS〉, (51)

where 〈s1m1s2m2|s3m3〉 is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. For the diatom-diatom case

|s1,2, s3,4;SMS〉 =
∑

m1,m2,m3,m4

|s1m1〉|s2m2〉|s3m3〉|s4m4〉〈s1m1s2m2|s1,2,m1 +m2〉

×〈s3m3s4m4|s3,4,m3 +m4〉〈s1,2,m1 +m2, s3,4,m3 +m4|SMS〉. (52)

Because all atoms are in a 2S state, s1 = s2 = s3 = s4 = 1/2. The total spin quantum numbers S and MS are good
quantum numbers. For the atom-diatom and diatom-diatom collision complexes S = 1/2 and S = 0, respectively.

The matrix representation of the electronic interaction V̂ is independent of MS .
In both atom-diatom and diatom-diatom cases, we obtain a two-dimensional basis set. For the atom-diatom case

we have {|s1,2;S,MS〉 = |0; 1/2,MS〉, |1; 1/2,MS〉}, and the relevant matrix representations of the spin operators are
given by

s2
1,2 =

[
0 0
0 2

]
, s2

1,3 =

[
3
2 − 1

2

√
3

− 1
2

√
3 1

2

]
, s2

2,3 =

[
3
2

1
2

√
3

1
2

√
3 1

2

]
. (53)

For the diatom-diatom case, we use the basis {|s1,2, s3,4;SMS〉 = |0, 0; 00〉, |1, 1; 00〉} and the relevant matrix
representations of the spin operators are given by

s2
1,2 =

[
0 0
0 2

]
, s2

1,3 =

[
3
2 − 1

2

√
3

− 1
2

√
3 1

2

]
, s2

1,4 =

[
3
2

1
2

√
3

1
2

√
3 1

2

]
,

s2
2,3 =

[
3
2

1
2

√
3

1
2

√
3 1

2

]
, s2

2,4 =

[
3
2 − 1

2

√
3

− 1
2

√
3 1

2

]
, s2

3,4 =

[
0 0
0 2

]
. (54)

Using the matrix representations given above one can easily set up a 2× 2 matrix representation of the interaction
operator, and obtain the diatomics-in-molecules interaction potential as the lowest eigenvalue.

The interaction potential displayed as the surface plot in Fig. 1(a) of the main text, is obtained as a two-dimensional
cut of the NaK+K interaction potential with the NaK bond length fixed it its equilibrium position. This is included
only as an illustration.
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